STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE

Particulars of Product

Function area: Liquid Cargo Handling Simulator
TANKER FOR OIL AND CAUSTIC SODA, COW, INERT AND VEC

Type designation: K-Sim Cargo Chemical Carrier PrC Product Carrier

Particulars of Manufacturer

Manufacturer: Kongsberg Digital AS
Manufacturer address: Maritime Simulation, Horten, Norway

This is to confirm:
That the above product is found to comply with Class A- Standard for Certification of Maritime Simulators No. DNVGL-ST-0033 2017.

Application

The above Standard is based on requirements in the STCW Convention, Regulation I/12.

This Statement is valid until 2022-03-01, provided the requirements for the retention of the Statement will be complied with.

Issued at Sandefjord on 2017-03-01

Nils Gunnar Bøe
Head of DNV GL SeaSkill

Lars Markusson
Auditor
Application/Limitation
none.